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Abstract. In order to enable collaboration and exchange of modules for
generating multimodal communicative behaviours of robots and virtual
agents, the SAIBA initiative envisions the definition of two representa-
tion languages. One of these is the Function Markup Language (FML).
This language specifies the communicative intent behind an agent’s be-
haviour. Currently, several research groups have contributed to the dis-
cussion on the definition of FML. The discussion reveals agreement on
many points but it also points out important issues that need to be dealt
with. This paper summarises the current state of affairs in thinking about
FML.

1 Introduction

At the previous two installments of the Intelligent Virtual Agents conference, an
update was presented about ongoing work on the Behavior Markup Language
([KKM+06, VCC+07]). BML is being discussed and specified by a representative
number of research groups that strive for standardisation in the specification of
behaviours of agents, to enable collaboration, sharing results and sharing actual
working system components. BML is one of two representation languages in the
SAIBA (Situation, Agent, Intention, Behavior, Animation) effort1. The other is
FML, the Function Markup Language. FML will represent what an agent wants
to achieve: its intentions, goals and plans.

At the first SAIBA workshop in Reykjavik in 2005 a preliminary proposal for
FML was made ([VM05]) but since then research has focussed on BML rather
than on FML. This year the first workshop on FML was proposed by the authors
of this paper at AAMAS. The main aim of the workshop was to hear from the
various researchers in the field about their wishes and suggestions regarding the
functional specifications and to make an inventory of the issues that need to be
resolved. This should enable one to lay down a roadmap for working out the
next version of FML. In this paper we will review the current state of affairs
1 http://wiki.mindmakers.org/projects:saiba:main/
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in the discussion, representing and synthesizing the various views that emerged
from the contributions and presenting the central issues that need to be tackled
in the next stage of development. First we present some specific proposals for
parts of FML from a selection of papers to provide an idea of the range of topics
subsumed under it and of the range of variation between authors. Next, we take
a broader view and look at the more general issues that arose.

2 Towards an Inventory of FML Tags

The contributions to the AAMAS workshop were of various types. Some raised
general issues and others made specific proposals for (parts of) an FML specifi-
cation. Several papers combined both aspects. In this section we will look at sug-
gestions that were made for the attributes that FML might need to specify. First
we consider the kinds of dimensions that were suggested in the discussion, often
based on existing systems (hence the title legacy for the next section) and next we
look at some specific proposals for attributes along the various dimensions.

2.1 Legacy

Vilhjálmsson and Thórisson ([VT08]), provide a brief history of function represen-
tation. Among the proposals for the representation of functions are the tags used
in the BEAT system and the first proposal for FML within SAIBA. Several other
contributions to the discussion list FML-related or FML-inspired information in
current systems. To get an idea of the range of attributes that are involved and a
sense of the overlap between proposals we briefly present five suggestions.

BEAT/Spark. The terms FML and BML were first employed to describe the
tags set used in the BEAT system [CVB01] as part of Spark [Vil05]. In this case
FML was a mark-up language for texts describing several discourse phenomena
related to content and information structure (theme/rheme, emphasis, contrast,
topic-shifts) and interaction processes (turn-taking and grounding).

FML2005. The FML break-out group at the 2005 SAIBA workshop in Reykjavik
proposed to divide FML tags into a set of basic functional or semantic units and
a set of operations. The units are typical elements present or occuring during a
communicative event. The initial list comprised the following units.

– Participants
– Turns
– Topic
– Performative (speech act)
– Content (proposition)

The operations that were suggested comprised:

– Emphasis
– Contrast
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– Illustration
– Affect
– Social (or relational) goals
– Cognitive operations (e.g. difficulty of processing) and certainty

FML2005 shows a large overlap with the earlier proposal. An important dif-
ference is that it goes beyond the linguistic and conversational aspects and also
includes elements of the mental state. Another important difference is that by in-
troducing abstract units of discourse, FML2005 does not assume the annotation
of an already produced text.

TLCTS. The paper by [SVJ08] on the Tactical Language and Culture Training
System (TLCTS) considers intent planning mainly as a decision as to which
communicative act to perform. This is (usually) a speech act. The communica-
tive act specifies (1) the nature of the act (request, accept proposal...), (2) its
modulation (politiness level, force), and (3) encoded contextual parameters (di-
rected at male or female, role and status...). In order to be able to generate the
appropriate behaviour in context, knowledge about the dialog, the world and
the target culture is assumed to be needed.

Inspired by Traum and Hinkelman’s typology of speech acts ([TH92]) the
TLCTS system incorporates the following functions of communicative acts.

– Turn-taking: take-turn, release turn, keep-turn, assign-turn
– Grounding: initiate, continue, acknowledge, repair, request-repair, request-

acknowledgement, cancel
– Core speech acts: inform, wh-question, yes-no question, accept, request, re-

ject, suggest, evaluate, request-permission, offer, promise
– Argumentation: elaborate summarize, clarify, q&a, convince, find-plan

The overlap with the previous proposals on the main dimensions is again obvi-
ous. Turn-taking, grounding and speech acts are the main aspects that are con-
sidered. Interesting is the attention that is paid to contextual elements and the
proposal that a third language called Context Markup Language should be de-
voted to them.

APML. The Greta framework [Pel05] uses APML as a mark-up language to
encode the communicative intentions of an agent. The tags provide information
about the following dimensions.

– The degree of certainty
– The meta-cognitive source of information (thinking, remembering, planning)
– The speech act (called performative),
– Information structure of the utterance (theme/rheme)
– Rhetorical relations such as contradiction or cause-effect (called belief-

relations by the authors)
– Turn allocation
– Affect
– Emphasis
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These tags are based on the work of Isabella Poggi [Pog07]. In [MP08], Mancini
and Pelachaud propose an extention of APML, FML-APML, which is different
in the following respects. The timing attributes of the tags are made consistent
with the suggestions made for BML ([KKM+06, VCC+07]). This also makes it
possible to specify the communicative intentions of non-speaking agents. The
deictic tags were changed to remove elements that properly belong to BML.
Furthermore, the emotional state tags are made more complex to allow for faked
emotions (based on EARL [SPL06]). Also added is a tag to describe the impor-
tance of an intention.

Virtual Human Project. The nonverbal generation module of the virtual hu-
man architecture developed at ICT [LDMT08], contains several FML-inspired
concepts, among which are the communicative intent (speech acts), cognitive
operators that drive the gaze state of the virtual humans and elements that
relate to emotional states and coping processes. The gaze model associates be-
haviours with what are called cognitive operators by providing a specification of
the form and function of gaze patterns. These functions specify detailed reasons
behind a particular gaze behaviour related to a combination of four categories
of determinants: conversation regulation, updating of an internal cognitive state
(desire, intention...), monitoring for events and goal status and coping strategy.

Although there are clear differences in the number and kind of dimensions
that the various contributions to the AAMAS workshop consider for inclusion
in FML, overall there is a big overlap between the various proposals. Prominent
recurrent dimensions are dialogue act (or speech act), turn-taking, grounding
actions, content (propositional content, discourse relations), information struc-
ture (emphasis, given/new, theme/rheme), emotion, affect and interpersonal or
social relations.

We now turn to the kinds of attributes and values that are being proposed
for the various dimensions. Some of the dimensions that have been proposed in
the discussion but that are not included in this list will be introduced below
as well.

2.2 Tags Proposed

When it comes to specifying the attributes of the various dimensions in more
detail, it is to be expected that different views on them emerge, depending on the
detail of specification that one wants to achieve, the complexity of the system
that one is building or the specific demands of the application domain or the
theoretical stance one takes. In the following paragraphs we provide a sketch
of the elements that are proposed for the various dimensions and the variation
between different research groups. The first dimension is an aspect of the context
that was already present in FML2005 and worked out in more detail by [KS08]:
participant information. Other dimensions discussed below are communicative
actions (including turn-taking, grounding and speech acts), content, mental state
and social-relational goals.
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Person characteristics. Krenn and Sieber [KS08] provide a tentative list of char-
acteristics of the communication partners that may need to be represented organ-
ised along three dimensions: person information, social aspects and personality
and emotion. Here we describe the person characteristics only. The other ele-
ments such as emotion, personality and social aspects are covered below under
separate headings. Person information, according to Krenn and Sieber should in-
clude the following information: an identifier, name, gender, type (human/agent),
appearance, and voice. Also in the original SAIBA proposal on FML, informa-
tion on participants was included. Among the features associated with it were
role and id.

Communicative Actions. The main types of actions that are considered in
the various proposals for FML are turn-taking actions, the actions involved in
grounding a conversational action and a specification of the speech act as such
(also called dialogue act or performative). The following table presents a few
proposals for categorizing the turn-taking variables.

Turn-taking
[KPL08] take-turn, want-turn, yield-turn, give-turn, keep-turn
[MP08] take floor, give floor
[SVJ08] take-turn, release-turn, keep-turn, assign-turn

For the process of grounding, Samtani et al. ([SVJ08]) propose the following
actions (based on [TH92]).

Grounding
[SVJ08] initiate, continue, ack, repair, req-repair, req-ack, cancel

As one might expect, the lists of performatives in the various proposals differ
more widely than, for instance, the lists for turn-taking. This may be due to
the fact that there is no agreement within linguistics but also because different
applications may need more or less specific acts to be encoded. Compare, for
instance, [MP08] with [SVJ08].

Speech Act
[MP08] implore, order, suggest, propose, warn, approve, praise, recognize,

disagree, agree, criticize, accept, advice, confirm, incite, refuse,
question, ask, inform, request, announce, beg, greet

[SVJ08] inform, whq, ynq, accept, request, reject, suggest, eval, req-perm,
offer, promise

Samtani et al. ([SVJ08]) also use acts that are involved in argumentation pro-
cesses (see above) which might be put under the heading of speech act and others
that are more like rhetorical relations.

Content. With respect to content, most papers do not go into the specific for-
malism to represent propositional content, assuming that some formal (logical)
language will be used. Besides specifying propositional content itself, one also
needs to take into account how it is organized.

On the level of a sentence, information structure is concerned with emphasis,
given and new information or the related notions of theme and rheme. On a
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discourse level, organization in topics is important as are rhetorical relations
that hold between different parts of the discourse. This point is less settled.
[SVJ08], for instance use items such as elaborate and summarize or clarify as
part of the argumentation acts, which are typically rhetorical relations, besides
actions such as convince or find-plan. [MP08] use the term belief-relation for
relations between different parts of the discourse, including gen-spec, cause-effect,
solutionhood, suggestion, modifier, justification and contrast.

Mental State. Most contributions to the FML discussion agree that some sort of
representation of the emotional state of an agent is needed as emotions clearly
contribute to the motivation of a communicative act. Several authors ([LDMT08]
and [MP08], for instance) argue for the possibility to represent emotions in mul-
tiple ways within FML. Besides multiple representations for emotions, authors
argue also for allowing distinct specifications of felt and expressed emotional
states ([MP08], [KS08]), or leaked and felt emotions ([LDMT08]).

Besides emotional states, other mental states and processes that several au-
thors feel should be represented in FML are cognitive processes such as planning,
thinking and remembering ([MP08]). To account for gaze behaviours, Lee et al.
[LDMT08] propose very detailed cognitive operations that include monitoring
events and goal status, planning, conversation regulation functions and elements
of coping.

Social-Relational goals. In the various proposals for elements to include in FML,
one of the recurrent type of variables relates to the social psychological domain,
i.e. the interpersonal variables that play a role in shaping interaction. So far no
coherent picture of how to treat this has emerged, though several contributions
to the FML discussion provide suggestions. Bickmore ([Bic08]), for instance,
introduces relational (interpersonal) stance functions. His specific proposal was
made for the context of agents involved in health-counseling. Everyone seems to
agree that the social-relational dimension is an important element to take into
account in FML, but this will need further elaboration.

Besides further elaboration of the various dimensions, work on the specifica-
tion of FML is also faced with a number of general issues. We present several of
these in the next section.

3 Issues

The SAIBA framework distinguishes three processes in the generation of multi-
modal communicative actions: intention planning, behavior planning, and behav-
ior realization. FML is supposed to be concerned with specifying the intentions
of an agent whereas BML is one kind of specification of the behaviour that
results. A first question that arises is whether specifications of intentions and
behaviours are sufficient for the multi-modal communicative action generation
or whether this simple distinction misses out on aspects that do not fit in either
of these categories. A second question involves the notion of intention itself. Fi-
nally, an important issue is the architecture of a complete generation system and
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how FML and BML specifications fit in. We discuss each of these in turn. With
respect to the first question, an important topic that appeared to be a concern
of several authors is that of context.

3.1 The Role of Context

An issue that appears in various forms in several contributions to the FML
discussion ([Bic08], [KS08], [SVJ08] and [Rut08] in particular) relates to the
question of how contextual parameters that influence behaviours in a conversa-
tion should be treated. Should contextual parameters be part of FML or should
they be covered by some other module? Samtani et al. ([SVJ08]) provide the
example of greetings, the form of which depends on the time of day “Buenas
Dias”, “Buenas Tardes”, “Buenas Noches”. This is part of the environmental
context. Others context variables are part of the dialog context including “the
history of interactions”, the “topics discussed” and the ”cultural context”.

Bickmore [Bic08] considers a particular form of context, for which he uses
the term frame introduced by Bateson ([Bat54]) and also used by Goffman in
([Gof74]). People act differently in contexts that are differently framed and the
same sentence uttered in a different frame may be associated with completely
different intentions (said jokingly or not, for instance). Bickmore therefore pro-
poses to add contextualisation tags to FML. The kinds of tags he uses currently
for counseling agents in counselor-patient interactions are: task (information ex-
change), social (social chat, small talk), empathy (comforting interactions) and
encourage (coaching, motivating, cheering up).

An issue to be solved is whether these context variables should be part of the
Function Markup Language or whether they should be treated in some other way.
The idea of a Contextual Markup Language featured in the AAMAS workshop
as one way to frame the problem.

3.2 Intentions

Within the SAIBA framework, FML is described as the language that specifies
the communicative intent behind an agent’s behaviour. As the examples above
show, not all of what the contributors to the workshop propose can be called
intentional. The original conception of “intentions” in the SAIBA framework
may have been derived from its predominance in speech act theory ([Aus62],
[Sea69]). This deals mainly, if not exclusively, with intentions as determinants
of communicative actions, as is highlighted by Grice’s definition of non-natural
meaning [Gri75].

S nonnaturally means something by an utterance x if S intends (i1)
to produce by uttering x a certain response (r) in an audience A and
intends (i2) that A shall recognize S’s intention (i1) and intends (i3,)
that this recognition on the part of A of S’s intention (i1,) shall function
as A’s reason, or a part of his reason, for his response r.

Clearly, in the prototypical case of communication these intentions and the recog-
nition of intentions play an important role, but the question is whether they are
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the sole determinants of communicative behaviours and if not whether the other
determinants need not be taken into account in FML as well. This will depend
on one’s point of view. Contextual parameters already constitute one set of de-
terminants that may not fit well with the strict idea of intentions. In this case,
there is a growing consensus that these should be separated out.

But there are other determinants of behaviour that are not intentions that
one might want to include in FML. Several contributions to the discussion on
FML suggest to include emotion tags into FML. Clearly, affective parameters
will be an important determinant in the behaviours displayed by robots and
virtual humans, however, what one is trying to model may be phenomena that
escape conscious control and thus the term intention in inappropriate. This is
epitomized in the case of leakage, where the behaviour does not communicate
the emotion in the “nonnatural” way as above but as a symptom or “natural”
meaning, for instance indicated by the trembling of the voice in case of nervous-
ness. In the general framework one needs to take into account that there are
several semiotic and intentional processes operating in communicative settings
([HtM08], [LDMT08]). It should be noted that the original name FML (Function
Markup Language) implies a description of communicative function, a term that
covers more than conscious intent.

3.3 Communicative Actions

Natural language utterances and nonverbal communicative acts are the most
prominent kinds of communicative actions one is inclined to think of. However,
as several authors have pointed out ([Gof76], for instance), communicative ac-
tions can also be completely extra-linguistic or certain non-linguistic actions can
perform certain communicative functions. A typical case is that of contributions
to grounding by performing the action that was previously requested showing
that one has understood and accepted the request.

Kopp and Pfeiffer Leßman ([KPL08]) discuss a scenario of interactions be-
tween a human and the virtual agent Max where they collaborate in assembling
Baufix parts. Here also, dialogue moves are heavily interwined with manipula-
tive actions and both are considered forms of what the authors call interaction
moves as a generalisation of dialogue moves.

Other prototypical cases where nonlinguistic actions become communicative
occur when one performs an action ostentatiously. One can thereby communicate
to an observer that one intends to perform the action and that one wants the
observer to recognize the intention. This point is related to the previous one, in
that many of such cases can be considered communicative acts by means of a
specific semiotic process called demonstration ([Cla96]).

The general question for FML is thus: what to consider a communicative act
and how to related communicative and noncommunicative acts.

3.4 Architecture

The SAIBA framework assumes a three step process of intention planning, be-
havior planning and behavior realization. In this model, it is relatively easy to
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define the functionality of the FML and BML languages. However, as several
authors have pointed out, the situation becomes less clear when one looks at the
generation steps in detail and in particular at existing modules.

Lee et al. ([LDMT08] look at the particular case of natural language gener-
ation in which the reference architecture that is commonly assumed ([RD00])
defines three steps: document planning, microplanning and realization. The first
part can – grosso modo – be interpreted as a form of intent planning, whereas the
other two belong to the behaviour planning and realisation stage in SAIBA. But
the question is whether FML representations will be compatible with existing
generation systems.

A related point is made by Ruttkay ([Rut08] and by Krenn and Sieber ([KS08])
who write:

This [...] brings us to another crucial aspect for the design of representa-
tion languages, i.e., the processing components used in ECA systems. We
need to study which subsystems are implemented, what are the bits and
pieces of information that are required as input to the individual process-
ing components, and what kinds of information do the components pro-
duce as output. Especially if we aim at developing representations that
will be shared within the community, there must be core processing com-
ponents that are made available to and can be used by the community.

The first lesson of this for the development of FML and BML is thus that it is
not enough to think about what should be in the language by looking at how
conversations work, for instance, but also look into the modules that should
make use of the languages, in particular modules that are currently already
implemented. The second, might be that together with the specification of a
language one needs to develop modules that can use them. This is certainly a
major challenge for the definition of a Function Markup Language.

4 Conclusion

Although the work on jointly specifying a Function Markup Language has just
started, the first results are promising in several respects. There seems to exist
a rather high degree of consensus on the kinds of dimensions that need to be
represented in FML. On the other hand, however, there are several dimensions
for which the proposals on how to shape them diverge widely. Together with the
general issues defined in the previous section on context, on definitional issues
and on the embedding of FML in working modules, this means that the definition
of a commonly agreed upon specification language for communicative intent still
requires a lot of discussion in the wider ECA community. The current forum for
discussion can be found at http://wiki.mindmakers.org/projects:fml:main/.
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